
FROGLUBE, LIKE ANY OTHER GUN CARE PRODUCT, WHEN USED CORRECTLY WILL PERFORM ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATION

When you ‘winterize’, you should inspect your �rearm for the presence of excess lube in your �rearm that may �nd its
way inside your �rearm’s action which will cause sluggish or sticky actions when the temperature drops.

.

WARNING

and the ammunition source is removed.

and get a buddy check if it is available.

FROGLUBE TROUBLESHOOTING - COLD WEATHER

FROGLUBE IN COLD WEATHER?

FrogLube’s cold weather instructions come from US Military small arms manuals and NRA instructor guides. 

Subsequent Cleaning and Re-application - FrogLube testing has demonstrated unmatched 
reliability through thousands of rounds of �ring without cleaning; however, most manufacturers 
will recommend inspecting and cleaning after every use.

1) If you get ‘build-up’ due to lack of cleaning, and you sustain sluggish performance, do a �eld 
strip and a generous application of FrogLube Solvent to all parts and spaces. You will �nd amazing 
cleaning results and this should normally return the �rearm to peak operating performance.
2) After long term storage, you should do a �eld strip, clean and inspect. Reapply the CLP to 
preference.
3) In the event the �rearm is over lubricated, do a thorough cleaning with FrogLube Solvent; it will 
remove excess lubricant in and inside the �rearm spaces.

‘Extreme’ CLP. We also engineered a new CLP which has been tested to pour down to -44˚F. Many 
people swear by this for Winter use. 

BOTTOM LINE: 

FrogLube allows your weapon to operate to the same temperature
the parts and components can withstand, without the lube interfering. 

DURING THE WINTER, WEAPONS MUST BE 
STRIPPED COMPLETELY AND CLEANED 
WITH A DRY CLEANING SOLVENT TO 
REMOVE ALL LUBRICANTS AND RUST 
PREVENTION COMPOUND.

FrogLube Solvent & FrogLube Super 
Degreaser are both dry cleaning solvents 
which you can use to remove fouling and 
excess or dirty lube build-ups. 

FrogLube CLP is also ‘Cold Weather Smart’ 
as it absorbs into the metal and the 
excess is wiped o�, so the surfaces of the 
�rearm remain ‘dry’, it performs as a 
military ‘LAW’, which means Lubricant, 
Arctic Warfare. Here’s from their manual:


